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ABSTRACT
Exemplary embodiments are provided of slider mechanisms for slidably opening and closing portable communications terminals. In one exemplary embodiment, a portable communications terminal includes a main body and a slider body sliding on the main body. The slider mechanism includes a first slider member fixed to one of the main body and slider body and a second slider member fixed to the other one. The second slider member is slidably engaged with the first slider member. A zigzag spring is disposed between the first and second slider members. One end portion of the zigzag spring is rotatably supported on one of the first and second slider members and the other end thereof is rotatably supported on the other one of the first and second slider members. The zigzag spring is formed of a first zigzag portion and a second zigzag portion having spring characteristics different from the first zigzag portion.
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SLIDER MECHANISMS FOR OPENING AND CLOSING PORTABLE TERMINALS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/952,849 filed Jul. 30, 2007. The disclosure of the above application is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to slider type portable terminals. More specifically, the present disclosure relates to slider mechanisms for slidably opening and closing portable terminal, such as portable communications terminals and electronic devices.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The statements in this section merely provide background information related to the present disclosure and may not constitute prior art.

[0004] Recently, as portable wireless terminals have been increasingly popularized, users need additional functions to their tastes even in opening and closing operations of the terminal, along with its inherent functions of wireless communications.

[0005] In response to these needs, portable terminals have developed into a bar type, flip type, flip-up type, folder type, and the like. In recent years, the folder type has been used most widely. This is because the folder type terminal has a space sufficient enough to accommodate a wide LCD module as its display device and can be carried in a folded state to thereby provide a good portability, as compared with other types of terminals.

[0006] In more recent years, a slider type terminal has been introduced, which can be equipped with an LCD module display device having a similar size to the folder type. Simultaneously, the slider mechanism thereof can contribute to miniaturization of portable terminals.

[0007] This slider type terminal is structured such that a sub-body corresponding to a cover is slidably opened and closed on a main body, thereby providing additional advantages of slidably opening and closing, while maintaining the merits of the existing folder type terminal.

[0008] For example, Korean Utility Model Registration No. 0508165 discloses a slider-type portable wireless terminal. The terminal disclosed in the above application includes a guide means for guiding a slider body on a main body and at least one resilient means installed between the slider body and the main body such that its resilient force can be exerted in opening or closing direction with respect to a certain sliding point of the slider body. In addition, when the slider body is completely opened or closed, it can remain in its opened or closed state due to the resilient means, without any separate stopper. The resilient means employs a torsion spring, one end portion of which is fixed to the main body and the other end thereof is fixed to the slider body.

[0009] In this slider mechanism, the torsion spring must exert resiliency to the slider body over the whole range of traveling, and the torsion spring is to be compressed and restored repeatedly over a wide range of amplitude. Therefore, a torsion spring expandable over a wide length is used, but this torsion spring has a smaller resilient force. In order to compensate for the deficient resilient force, two torsion springs are employed.

[0010] But the torsion spring is compressed and restored in a wide range and thus easily aged due to fatigue caused by the repeated operations. Consequently, the torsion spring comes to lose its normal function or leads to an earlier failure.

[0011] In addition, this type of slider mechanism needs at least two torsion springs and further each torsion spring requires at least two windings, for the purpose of desired opening and closing operations. It should be noted here that the space between the main body and the slider body varies with the diameter of spring wire and the number of windings of the torsion spring. That is, as the wire diameter increases and/or the winding numbers increases, the spacing between the main body and the slider body is inevitably widened. For example, in case where the torsion spring has a wire diameter of 0.5 millimeters and two windings, the spacing between the main body and the slider body must be 1.0 millimeter at minimum. Consequently, the portable terminal becomes bulky and thus its portability becomes worse.

SUMMARY

[0012] Furthermore, in case of this type of slider mechanism using a torsion spring, the elastic force varies with the angle of the torsion spring. Thus, it is not easy to control the sliding force formed between the main body and the slider body. That is, the portable terminal itself may receive impact and thus the service life thereof will be shortened if any separate impact absorber or the like is not provided.

[0013] According to various aspects, exemplary embodiments are provided of slider mechanisms for slidably opening and closing portable communications terminals. In one exemplary embodiment, a portable communications terminal includes a main body and a slider body sliding on the main body. The slider mechanism includes a first slider member fixed to one of the main body and slider body and a second slider member fixed to the other one. The second slider member is slidably engaged with the first slider member. A zigzag spring is disposed between the first and second slider members. One end portion of the zigzag spring is rotatably supported on one of the first and second slider members and the other end thereof is rotatably supported on the other one of the first and second slider members. The zigzag spring is formed of a first zigzag portion and a second zigzag portion having spring characteristics different from the first zigzag portion.

[0014] Further areas of applicability will become apparent from the description provided herein. It should be understood that the description and specific examples are intended for purposes of illustration only and are not intended to limit the scope of the present disclosure.

DRAWINGS

[0015] The drawings described herein are for illustration purposes only and are not intended to limit the scope of the present disclosure in any way.

[0016] FIG. 1 is an exploded perspective view showing a slider mechanism for opening and closing a portable terminal, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIGS. 2 to 4 illustrate an exemplary resilient member used in the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 1 when in the closed state, during the opening and in the open state respectively of the terminal;

FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the slider mechanism when the portable terminal is completely closed;

FIG. 6 is a front view of the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 7 is a rear view of the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 8 is a left side view of the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 9 is a right side view of the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 10 is a top view of the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 11 is a bottom view of the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 12 is a perspective view of the slider mechanism when the portable terminal is completely opened;

FIG. 13 is a front view of the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 12;

FIG. 14 is a rear view of the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 12;

FIG. 15 is a left side view of the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 12;

FIG. 16 is a right side view of the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 12;

FIG. 17 is a top view of the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 12; and

FIG. 18 is a bottom view of the slider mechanism shown in FIG. 12.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The following description is merely exemplary in nature and is not intended to limit the present disclosure, application, or uses. It should be understood that throughout the drawings, corresponding reference numerals indicate like or corresponding parts and features.

As disclosed herein, various exemplary embodiments provide slider mechanisms for slidably opening and closing portable communications terminals. In one exemplary embodiment, a portable communications terminal includes a main body and a slider body sliding on the main body. The slider mechanism includes a first slider member fixed to one of the main body and slider body and a second slider member fixed to the other one. The second slider member is slidably engaged with the first slider member. A zigzag spring is disposed between the first and second slider members. One end portion of the zigzag spring is rotatably supported on one of the first and second slider members and the other end thereof is rotatably supported on the other one of the first and second slider members. The zigzag spring is formed of a first zigzag portion and a second zigzag portion having spring characteristics different from the first zigzag portion.

Accordingly, exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure may be provided that solve one or more of the problems in the art. For example, exemplary embodiments may include a slider mechanism using a zigzag spring for slidably opening and closing a slider-type portable terminal, thereby enabling to minimize (or at least reduce) the thickness of the portable terminal while allowing for a smooth sliding operation. In one exemplary embodiment, there is provided a slider mechanism for slidably opening and closing an electronic device. The electronic device includes a first body and a second body capable of sliding relative to or on the first body. In this example, the slider mechanism includes a first slider member capable of being fixed to the first body, and a second slider member capable of being fixed to the second body. The second slider member is slidably engaged with the first slider member. A zigzag spring is disposed between the first and second slider members. One end portion of the zigzag spring is rotatably supported on the first slider member and the other end thereof is rotatably supported on the second slider body. The zigzag spring is compressed and restored while the first and second slider members slide linearly against each other. The zigzag spring includes a first zigzag portion and a second zigzag portion having spring characteristics different from the first zigzag portion.

In an exemplary embodiment, the zigzag spring includes a pair of zigzag springs disposed so as not to interfere with each other.

In an exemplary embodiment, the first zigzag portion has a spring coefficient different from that of the second zigzag portion.

In an exemplary embodiment, the first zigzag portion has a zigzag pitch different from that of the second zigzag portion.

In an exemplary embodiment, the zigzag spring has an 'M' shape in general.

In an exemplary embodiment, the first zigzag portion has a cross-sectional shape different from that of the second zigzag portion.

In an exemplary embodiment, the zigzag spring has a circular, oval or rectangular cross-section.

In an exemplary embodiment, the electronic device includes a portable communications terminal.

In an exemplary embodiment, the first slider member is formed integrally with the first body of the electronic device, and the second slider member is formed integrally with the second body of the electronic device.

According to another aspect of the present disclosure, there is provided a slider mechanism for slidably opening and closing an electronic device. The electronic device has a first body and a second body linear-sidably combined with the first body. In an exemplary embodiment, the slider mechanism generally includes a zigzag spring disposed between the first and second bodies. One end portion of the zigzag spring is rotatably supported on the first body, and the other end portion of the zigzag spring is rotatably supported on the second body. The zigzag spring is compressed and restored while the first and second bodies slide linearly against each other. The zigzag spring includes a first zigzag portion and a second zigzag portion having different spring characteristic from the first zigzag portion.

In an exemplary embodiment, the zigzag spring includes a pair of zigzag springs disposed so as not to interfere with each other.

In an exemplary embodiment, the zigzag spring has an 'M' shape in general.

In an exemplary embodiment, the first zigzag portion has a spring coefficient different from that of the second zigzag portion.

In an exemplary embodiment, the first zigzag portion has a zigzag pitch different from that of the second zigzag portion.
In an exemplary embodiment, the zigzag portion has a circular, oval or rectangular cross-section.

In an exemplary embodiment, the first zigzag portion has a cross-sectional shape different from that of the second zigzag portion.

In an exemplary embodiment, the electronic device includes a portable communications terminal.

According to a further aspect of the present disclosure, there is provided a portable communications terminal having a main body and a slider body. The slider body is slidably opened and closed with respect to the main body. The portable communications terminal also includes a first slider member fixed to the main body and a second slider member fixed to the slider body. The second slider member is linearly slidably engaged with the first slider member. A zigzag spring is disposed between the first and second slider members. One end portion of the zigzag spring is rotatably supported on the first slider member, and the other end portion of the zigzag spring is rotatably supported on the second slider member. The zigzag spring is compressed and restored while the first and second slider members slide linearly against each other. The zigzag spring includes a first zigzag portion and a second zigzag portion having spring characteristics different from the first zigzag portion.

In an exemplary embodiment, the zigzag spring includes a pair of zigzag springs disposed so as not to interfere with each other.

In an exemplary embodiment, the first zigzag portion has a spring coefficient different from that of the second zigzag portion.

In an exemplary embodiment, the first zigzag portion has a zigzag pitch different from that of the second zigzag portion.

In an exemplary embodiment, the zigzag spring has an ‘M’-shape in general.

In an exemplary embodiment, the zigzag spring has a circular, oval or rectangular cross-section.

In an exemplary embodiment, the first zigzag portion has a cross-sectional shape different from that of the second zigzag portion.

In an exemplary embodiment, the main body and the first slider member are formed integrally with each other, and the slider body and the second slider member are formed integrally with each other.

Other aspects of the present disclosure relate to methods associated with slider mechanisms for portable communications terminals and electronic devices. Further aspects relate to methods of opening and closing portable communications terminals having slider mechanisms.

With reference now to the figures, FIG. 1 is an exploded perspective view showing a slider mechanism for opening and closing a portable terminal, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure, where the slider mechanism of this particular exemplary embodiment is denoted generally by reference numeral 100.

Referring to FIG. 1, the slider mechanism 100 includes a slider base 110 formed of a suitable material, such as, for example, a plastic material. The slider mechanism 100 also includes a sliding plate 120 also formed of a suitable material, such as, for example, a plastic material. At least one resilient member 142A, 142B is disposed in a space formed generally between the slider base 110 and the sliding plate 120. The sliding plate 120 may also include a window or opening 126 through which a display screen may become visible when the terminal is opened. Although not illustrated, it should be understood to those skilled in the art that the slider base 110 and the sliding plate 120 may be attached to a main body and a slider body of a portable terminal through various techniques, such as screw-fastening, snap-inserting, adhesive-bonding, welding, and the like.

The terms “main body” and “slider body” used throughout the description and claims generally refer to and mean a stationary portion and a sliding portion of a portable terminal respectively when a user operates to open and close the terminal. But the user may also choose to move the main body relatively away from the slider body while holding the slider body stationary to accomplish the opening and closing of the terminal. Or the user may move both the main body and the slider body relative to each other to open and close the terminal. Accordingly, the particular manner and variations by which a user chooses to open and close the terminal should not be viewed as limitations to the scope of the present disclosure.

In a typical slider-type portable terminal, a keypad is mounted on the face of the main body, and a main board is housed inside of the main body to perform various functions. The slider body is equipped with a display screen, which as noted above may become visible through a window or opening 126 in the sliding plate 120 when the terminal is opened. The main body and the slider body are electrically connected with each other through a flexible PCB.

It should be understood to those skilled in the art that the “slider base 110” may become an integral part of the main body of a terminal, or separately formed and fixed to the main body. In addition, the “sliding plate” may become an integral part of the slider body of the terminal, or separately formed and fixed to the slider body.

The slider mechanism 100 of the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 1 includes at least one resilient member for controlling the sliding operation of the sliding plate 120 against the slider base 110, for example, a first resilient member 142A (shown to the left side of FIG. 1) and a second resilient member 142B (shown to the right side of FIG. 1).

One end portion of the first resilient member 142A is supported on the slider base 110. The other end portion of the first resilient member 142A is supported on the sliding plate 120. Similarly, one end portion of the second resilient member 142B is supported on the slider base 110. The other end portion of the second resilient member 142B is supported on the sliding plate 120. For helping achieve a smooth sliding operation and minimizing (or at least reduction) of the mechanism thickness, as illustrated in FIGS. 2 to 4, the first and second resilient members 142A and 142B are disposed in such a manner that two resilient members 142A and 142B are not overlapped during the sliding operation of the terminal.

As illustrated in FIG. 1, both ends of the first resilient member 142A are rotatably supported on the slider base 110 and the sliding plate 120 by means of rotational supports 112A and 122A. Both ends of the second resilient member 142B are rotatably supported on the slider base 110 and the sliding plate 120 by means of rotational supports 112B and 122B. In this exemplary embodiment, the rotational supports 112A, 122A, 112B and 122B employ a rivet having a groove formed around the rivet, where the ends of the resilient members are rotatably wrapped and supported. Furthermore, the rivet preferably has a height substantially equal to or less than the sectional thickness of the respective resilient members.
142A and 142B in order to minimize (or at least reduce) the overall thickness of portable terminals. [0068] In this exemplary embodiment, two resilient members are illustrated. But a single resilient member may be employed to provide for operations and effects corresponding to the illustrated two resilient members. [0069] As shown in FIGS. 2 to 4, each first and second resilient member 142A and 142B is in general formed of a zigzag spring having a first zigzag portion at about the center and second zigzag portions at both sides thereof, which are designed to have different stress distributions and to be placed on the same plane. That is, the first and second zigzag portions are designed to have different spring characteristics, such as different bending angles, different spring coefficients, different pitches of zigzags, or the like. The first zigzag portion may preferably be made to have larger pitches than the second zigzag portions. In the embodiments illustrated in the figures, the zigzag spring is formed to have approximately an M-shape, but should not be limited thereto. As previously mentioned, the first and second zigzag springs 142A and 142B are installed so as not to be overlapped with each other during the sliding operations of the mechanism. Thus, during the sliding operation, the respective first and second zigzag portions have different magnitudes and distributions of stress, and thus play different roles in allowing for smooth sliding of the mechanism and in being held in place at the open and closed states before or after the sliding operation. In addition, due to the zigzag spring itself and non-overlapped installation thereof, the slider mechanism, and the portable terminals using this mechanism, can minimize its thickness (or have at least a reduced thickness), thus enabling a slim model. [0070] In the illustrated examples, the first zigzag portion is placed in the center between two second zigzag portions, but is not limited thereto. The first and second zigzag portions may be placed in various different combinations, depending upon the applications thereof. For example, the zigzag spring may be formed of a single first zigzag portion and a single second zigzag portion. [0071] Furthermore, the first and second zigzag springs 142A and 142B may be a circular, oval or rectangular cross-section, or other polygonal cross-sections. That is, the cross-section of the spring can be selected in various other ways to provide for various different resilientities, for generating different elastic forces. For example, an oval cross-section can be applied to reduce the thickness of the slider mechanism while having the substantially same operational effects as in the circular cross-section illustrated in this embodiment. [0072] As previously mentioned, the first and second zigzag portions in the zigzag spring have different spring characteristics. In order to provide for different spring characteristics, the first zigzag portion may have a different type of cross-section from that of the second zigzag portion in some embodiments. For example, the first zigzag portion may have a rectangular or oval cross-section, and the second zigzag portion may have a circular cross-section in some embodiments. [0073] Referring to FIGS. 5 to 18, for helping achieve smooth-sliding between the slider base 110 and the sliding plate 120, the slider base 110 is preferably provided with a female guide 114A, 114B formed along the sliding direction in both lateral sides of the slider base 110. The sliding plate 120 is preferably provided with a male guide 124A, 124B formed along the sliding direction in both lateral sides of the sliding plate 120. The female guide and male guide are slidably engaged with each other so as not to be released or escaped from each other. Alternatively, the female guide and the male guide may be switched to each other, and may be implemented in various other ways as long as they can slide on each other without escaping from each other. For example, the slider base 110 may be provided with a male guide of rail form, and the sliding plate 120 may be provided with a female guide to be engaged with the male guide of rail form. As another alternative, a bar-type sliding guide member is provided in either the slider base 110 or the sliding plate 120, and a guide ring or hole is formed in the other one so as to be slidably inserted into the bar-type guide member. [0074] Further, the inner side of the female guide 114A, 114B and the outer side of the male guide 124A, 124B may be reinforced with a plastic material, or the male and female guide themselves may be formed of a plastic material, thereby providing a further improvement in the durability of the slider mechanism 100. As a consequence, the service life of a portable terminal employing this slider mechanism can be further extended. [0075] FIGS. 2 to 4 illustrate a resilient member used in the slider mechanism of FIG. 1 in sequence when in the closed state, during the opening and in the open state respectively of the terminal. [0076] Referring to FIGS. 2 to 4, when the portable terminal is completely closed with the slider mechanism 100 remaining in its initial state, the respective zigzag springs 142A and 142B remain in their original state, as shown in FIG. 2. If a user tries to open the terminal, for example, by sliding the slider base 110 downwardly relative to the sliding plate 120 (in FIG. 5), the zigzag spring starts to be compressed. Accordingly, the second zigzag portions at both sides are compressed and then the central first zigzag portion (e.g., “M-shaped portion” in this exemplary embodiment) is compressed. As the slider base 110 further slides downwardly relative to the slider plate 120, the zigzag spring reaches a transition point where the opening and closing forces are balanced, as shown in FIG. 3. In other words, even slightly beyond the transition point, the slider base 110 can automatically slide down and reach the position of FIG. 12 by means of the resiliency of the zigzag spring 142A, 142B. That is, the portable terminal can be automatically and completely opened or closed, without exerting any further force by the user after the transition point. [0077] When the slider base 110 is slightly beyond the transition point of FIG. 3, the zigzag springs 142A, 142B become strongly restored to their original state mainly by means of the central first zigzag portion (e.g., the “M-shaped portion” in the exemplary embodiment) such that the slider base 110 and the sliding plate 120 can be moved relatively away from each other. That is, the slider base 110 reaches the position of FIG. 12. In other words, the sliding operation can be rapidly completed after the transition point of FIG. 3. [0078] FIGS. 5 to 11 show the slider mechanism 100 when the portable terminal is completely closed, i.e., a perspective view, front view, rear view, left side view, right side view, top view, and bottom view in sequence. When the portable terminal is closed, the resilient member (e.g., the zigzag springs 142A, 142B in this exemplary embodiment) remains in the state shown in FIG. 2 as previously explained and thus details thereon will not be repeated here. [0079] FIGS. 13 to 18 show the slider mechanism 100 when the portable terminal is completely opened, i.e., a perspective view, front view, rear view, left side view, right side view, top
view, and bottom view in sequence. When the portable terminal is opened, the resilient member (e.g., the zigzag springs 142A, 142B in this exemplary embodiment) remains in the state shown in FIG. 4 as previously explained and thus details therein will not be repeated here.

[0080] As described above, exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure include a slider mechanism (e.g., 100, etc.) that employ one or more zigzag springs (e.g., 142A, 142B, etc.) to enable a slim portable terminal. A zigzag spring used in an embodiment of the present disclosure may be formed of portions having different stress distributions and elastic characteristics, thereby allowing for a more effective and smoother sliding operation and thus extending the service life of portable terminals using the slider mechanism having one or more zigzag springs.

[0081] Certain terminology is used herein for purposes of reference only, and thus is not intended to be limiting. For example, terms such as “upper,” “lower,” “above,” “below,” “top,” “bottom,” “upward,” and “downward” refer to directions in the drawings to which reference is made. Terms such as “front,” “back,” “rear,” “bottom,” and “side,” describe the orientation of portions of the component within a consistent but arbitrary frame of reference which is made clear by reference to the text and the associated drawings describing the component under discussion. Such terminology may include the words specifically mentioned above, derivatives thereof, and words of similar import. Similarly, the terms “first,” “second,” and other such numerical terms referring to structures do not imply a sequence or order unless clearly indicated by the context.

[0082] When introducing elements or features and the exemplary embodiments, the articles “a,” “an,” “the” and “said” are intended to mean that there are one or more of such elements or features. The terms “comprising,” “including,” and “having” are intended to be inclusive and mean that there may be additional elements or features other than those specifically noted. It is further to be understood that the method steps, processes, and operations described herein are not to be construed as necessarily requiring their performance in the particular order discussed or illustrated, unless specifically identified as an order of performance. It is also to be understood that additional or alternative steps may be employed.

[0083] The description of the disclosure is merely exemplary in nature and, thus, variations that do not depart from the gist of the disclosure are intended to be within the scope of the disclosure. Such variations are not to be regarded as a departure from the spirit and scope of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A slider mechanism for slidably opening and closing an electronic device having a first body and a second body capable of sliding on the first body, the slider mechanism comprising: a first slider member capable of being fixed to the first body; a second slider member capable of being fixed to the second body, the second slider member being slidably engaged with the first slider member; and a zigzag spring disposed between the first and second slider members, one end portion of the zigzag spring being rotatably supported on the first slider member and the other end portion of the zigzag spring being rotatably supported on the second slider body, the zigzag spring being compressed and restored while one of the first and second slider members slides linearly relative to the other one of said first and second slider members, wherein the zigzag spring includes a first zigzag portion and a second zigzag portion having spring characteristics different from the first zigzag portion.

2. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 1, wherein the zigzag spring includes a pair of zigzag springs disposed so as not to interfere with each other.

3. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first zigzag portion has a spring coefficient different from that of the second zigzag portion.

4. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first zigzag portion has a zigzag pitch different from that of the second zigzag portion.

5. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 1, wherein the zigzag spring has an ‘M’-shape in general.

6. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first zigzag portion has a cross-sectional shape different from that of the second zigzag portion.

7. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 1, wherein the zigzag spring has a circular, oval or rectangular cross-section.

8. A portable communications terminal comprising the slider mechanism as claimed in claim 1.

9. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first slider member is formed integrally with the first body of the electronic device.

10. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 1, wherein the second slider member is formed integrally with the second body of the electronic device.

11. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 1, wherein the zigzag spring includes a first zigzag portion disposed generally between at least two second zigzag portions.

12. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 11, wherein the first zigzag portion is about a center of the zigzag spring with second zigzag portions at both sides thereof.

13. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 11, wherein the first zigzag portion has larger pitches than the second zigzag portions.

14. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 11, wherein the first and second zigzag portions cooperatively define an M-shape in general.

15. The slider mechanism as claimed in claim 11, wherein the first and second zigzag portions define a plurality of curved portions alternating in curvature and extending generally between the one end portion of the zigzag spring rotatably supported on the first slider member and the other end portion of the zigzag spring rotatably supported on the second slider body.

16. A slider mechanism for slidably opening and closing an electronic device, the electronic device having a first body and a second body linear-sidably combined with the first body, the slider mechanism comprising a zigzag spring disposed generally between the first and second bodies, one end portion of the zigzag spring being rotatably supported on the first body and the other end portion of the zigzag spring being rotatably supported on the second body, the zigzag spring being compressed and restored while the first and second bodies slide linearly relative to each other, wherein the zigzag spring includes a first zigzag portion and a second zigzag portion having a different spring characteristic from the first zigzag portion.
17. A portable communications terminal having a main body and a slider body, the slider body being slidably opened and closed with respect to the main body, the terminal comprising:
   a first slider member fixed to the main body;
   a second slider member fixed to the slider body, the second slider member being linearly slidably engaged with the first slider member; and
   a zigzag spring disposed between the first and second slider members, one end portion of the zigzag spring being rotatably supported on the first slider member and the other end portion of the zigzag spring being rotatably supported on the second slider member, the zigzag spring being compressed and restored while the first and second slider members slide linearly relative to each other,

wherein the zigzag spring includes a first zigzag portion and a second zigzag portion having spring characteristics different from the first zigzag portion.

    * * * * *